
  NANOLUM  

The NANO loudspeakers represent the maximum 
expression of versatility in fixed installations of sound 
and light loudspeakers. 
The audio section applies the line array technology to 
obtain an effectively controlled sound beam.
The light is generated by a latest generation RGBW LED 
with interchangeable lens and DMX control to manage 
colours. The NANOLUM  cabinets can be 
mechanically coupled in a very adaptable way, 
to organise lines or shape, whichever their dimensions, 
always with the utmost sound and light quality.
As  MINI, MICRO  and MAXI, even the NANO line 
is compatible with the NMM-SUB subwoofer, which 
extends the response to 50 Hz. 
All the speakers can be driven by Powersoft®  amplifier 
“duecanali” or “ottocanali” series, with dedicated presets. 
Light is controlled by a custom 4 channels constant current 
driver to get a safe and extended operation.

    AUDIO NanoLum

Frequency response  ± 3 db 120 ÷ 16.000 Hz

Efficiency (1W/mt) 91 db

Power (program) 60 W

SPL (1 mt) 108 db

Impedance 4/8/16 Ω

Components 1 x Full range 4'

Connection DIN multicore plug

Dimension 11L x 23H x 11D

     LIGHT NanoLum

LED RGBW

Power 10W

Light beam Medium or wide

Control Analog or DMX

Connection DIN multicore plug

   Patent pending.
   Sonus Audio Services srl reserves the right to make modifications without prior notice.
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  NANOLUM  

Thanks to mechanical accessories the cabinets can be installed on walls or ceilings, even coupling them to create shapes with no 
virtual limits, still taking advantage of the line array technology to perform a confined sound beam. An 8 channels power amplifier 
will easily drive up to 320 NANOLUM, with a complete DSP parameters control.
Power and control modules are available in various sizes, to drive from 1 to 10 devices. 
A 4th white LED on the chip allows to obtain a wide range of colour temperature. Each device is supplied with a round multicore 
plug for a quick and easy operation.
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